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Alliance University added another feather in it’s cap with launch of Alliance Judicial Training 
Academy. The academy was inaugurated by Hon’ble Justice John Michael D' Cunha, former judge 
of Karnataka High Court. The inaugural ceremony was attended by Pro-Chancellor of Alliance 
University Mr. Abhay Chebbi, Vice-Chancellor Dr. Anubha Singh, Dean of law Alliance school 
of law Dr. Kiran Gardner and other administrator, Deans, faculty members and students of Alliance 
University. 

Mr. Abhay Chebbi,  in his welcome speech highlighted the achievements of Alliance University 
which is also celebrating its 25th anniversary. He also emphasized upon the firm commitment of 
the University to create opportunities to care to cater to diverse interest of the students at the 
University.  

Dr. Anubha Singh, while addressing the gathering highlighted the importance of justice and ethics 
in legal profession. She appreciated the law school team for preparing the curriculum for 
facilitating the aim of the students appearing for judicial services 

Dr. Kiran Gardner highlighted the importance of judiciary as a viable career option and emphasised 
on the students joining bar and the bench. She also talked about future endeavours of Alliance 
school of law to bridge the gap between the academic knowledge and professional requirement.  

Chief guest Justice John Michael D' Cunha praised the University for starting a course which 
prepares the students in necessary skills for a career in judiciary and not limiting itself to coaching 
for the competitive exams. He elaborated upon the skill requirement for judicial services and 
advised the academy on area which it should focus on to prepare the student for the same. The 
address was followed by a question and answer session, where the students put forward their 
queries regarding a career in judiciary. 

The University took the opportunity to facilitate it’s students who have been successful in judicial 
services examinations of different states. 

The program concluded with a vote of thanks followed by the National anthem.  

 


